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Dear Sir/Madame:

Wal-Mar submits these comments in response to the Federal Trade Commission s (FTC)
request for public comments in connection with the Fairness to Contact Lens Consumer Act, 15

C. 7601 . Wal-Mar' s responses below were prepared by drawing from the
experences and experise of varous Wal-Mar representatives that have knowledge in many
different areas of the Optical industr, including experence and knowledge from our optical
goods buying team, our opertions group that is primarly responsible for the retail sale of
contact lenses and eyeglasses, our goverent relations team that deals with the varous state-
specific contact lens dispening laws, a former independent optometrst that practiced withn a
Wal-Mar location, and Wal-Mar' s legal deparent.

Wal-Mar recmmends the FTC' s study focus on more definitive and relevant market
groups that exist within the contact lens industr. On page four of the FTC' s notice and request
for public comment, the FTC has identified two main groups: (I) prescriber (ophthalmologists
optometrsts, other persons peritted under state law to issue prescriptions for contact lenses



and optical chains and retailer that sell contacts and offer eye care practitioner serces), and (2)
sellers (brick-and-mortar retailers, mail order, Interet firms).

In analyzng the strengt of competition in the area of contact lens sales to consumers, the
FTC should consider thee market for review. These markets are categorized primarly by the
price level at which their products are sold to consumer, and secondarly, the scope of their
interaction with the consumer, i.e. prescrbing new lenses and sellng those lenses, as opposed to
simply sellng replacement contact lenses. The purpose for the distinctions relate to the FTC'
questions regarding the varous factors that impact price points to consumers. The markets are as
follows:

(1) Private tometrsts and hthalmolo ' sts - this market segment traditionally wrtes
prescriptions for contact lenses, fits contact lenses, and sells contact lenses. As
prescribing seller, private optometrsts and ophthalmologists traditionally charge more
for contact lenses (excluding any exam fees) than retailer, internet seller, or wholesale
memberhip clubs.

(2) Retailer and Interet Sellers - Wal-Mar views retailers and interet sellers (also
considered mail order sellers) as similar because they tend to focus on simply selling
replacement contact lenses. At a ver basic level, they are transferng goods to
consumer puruant to a valid contact lens prescrption. In many states they are highy
regulated as they are required to employ licensed opticians in order to sale contact lenses.
Examples of these seller include Wal-Mar' s Vision Centers and 1-800 Contacts.

(3) Wholesale Memberhip Clubs - this market segment is also a seller. Wholesaler
often have the best priC( for consumer because the contacts are not being sold at retail
priC(s. A consumer is not required to obtain memberhip to these clubs in order to
purchase ophthalmic goods. These sellers are subject to the same state laws regulating
contact len sales made by retailer and internet seller. Examples of wholesalers under
this view include Sam s Club, Costco, and BJ's.

Exclusive RelationshiDs

1. Please comment on the incidence of exclusive manufacturer-prescriber and
manufacturer-seller relationships:

(a) How common is it for a contact lens manufacturer to sell only to prescribers, to the
exclusion of sellers? Ths sitution is fairly common. The smaller the manufactuer, the more
likely or common it is for the manufactuer to have an informal or non-contractal exclusive
relationship with a prescrber, usualy in the form of a custom labeled contact lens. Wal-Mar
has seen this occur when customer bring their contact lens prescriptions to our Vision Centers to
purchase replacement lenses, and lear that their prescrption is wrtten for a custom labeled
contat lens from a private optometrst. The customer is typically disappointed or surrised to
lear that their paricular lenses may be available only from their prescrbing optometrst or
ophthalmologist.



(b) How common is it for a contact lens manufacturer to sell only to sellers, to the exclusion
of prescribers? Ths is a rare situation because the seller needs the prescrber to begin the
process by prescrbing these lenses. When such exclusive relationships do occur, our experence
shows the exclusive relationship may be for a limited time to allow new products (e.g. contact
lenses) to enter into an existing market.

(d) How common is it for prescribers to agree to prescribe only certain manufacturers
contact lenses? It may be a common practice for optometrists or ophthalmologists to prescrbe
cerain contact lens brands (e.g. Acuvue 2); however, it is extremely rare for a doctor to prescrbe
lenses from one paricular manufactuer to the exclusion of other.

(e) Do the manufacturers that are parties to agreements in question (d) restrict the sales
they make to sellers and prescribers that are not partes to the type of agreements in (d)?
Yes, ths may occur. Manufactuers may have exclusive relationships with private optometrsts
and ophthalmologists and refuse to sell the same lenses to retaler or wholesalers. Enterng into
such an agreeent may be an attempt by the prescrber to "captue" the patient and ensure the
prescriber of futue sales of contact lenses that may be diffcult for the consumer to find and
purchase elsewher.

2. Please comment on whether contact lens prescribers advertse their wilgness to
provide prescriptions for contact lenses available from competig prescribers and sellers:

(a) How prevalent is prescriber advertsement of wilgness to prescribe contact lenses
available through other prescribers and sellers? This is a rae occurence. Whle the
prescrber s adverisement could specify common brands of contact lenses, the adversement of
the prescriber wilingness to prescribe a contact lens that is available elsewhere would be rare.

(b) How prevalent is consumer awareness of prescribers ' wilgness to prescribe contact
lenses available from alternative prescribers and sellers? Consumer have an expectation
that they can take their prescrption to other sellers to purchase contacts. However, ths
expectation is created by the manufacturers ' marketing effort regarding their most popular and
widely available lenses, and not from the efforts of the prescrbers.

(c) Are consumers able to shop for prescribers that wi prescribe contact lenses available
from alternative prescribers and sellers? Typically, consumer are unaware that some
prescribers will wrte prescrptions for brands that are not readily available though other
chanels. Thus, the consumer is also unaware of the need to ask these questions of the prescrber
prior to the eye exam.

(d) What role do state regulatory or self-reglatory bodies play in controlling prescriber
advertsements, especially with respect to a prescriber s wilgness to prescribe contact
lenses that are available from alternative prescribers and sellers? State regulations playa
signficant role in limiting the content of prescrber adverisements overall, not just with respect
to restrcting prescriber from adversing their wilingness to prescribe contact lenses that are
available from alterative sources. Regulations that preclude any adversement of contact lens



price, or even the availabilty of the contact lenses, limit the information a consumer can obtain
and use to comparson shop. See Question 19( c).

(f) Do sellers advertise that lenses may be purchased from sellers that are not prescribers?
Yes.

5. Please comment on the benefits, if any, associated with exclusive manufacturer-
prescriber and manufacturer-seller relationships:

(a) To what extent do exclusive relationships lower costs for manufacturers and/or for
sellers and prescribers, and to what extent are these cost savigs passed on to consumers?
There may be a cost savings for manufactuers and prescrbing seller, however any or all of the
costs saving may not be passed on to consumers.

Online and Offe Sellers

8. Are there differences in the prices charged for similar contact lenses by onlie and
offe merchants? Please refer to Wal-Mar' s opening comments regarding the thee types 
relevant markets (private optometrsts/ophthalmologists, retail sellers and interet sellers, and
wholesale memberhip clubs). Contact lenses may be available for purchase from each of the
thee types of groups. Traditionaly, prices wil be higher for contact lenses from a private
optometrst or ophthalmologist than the prices charged by retailer and internet sellers.
Furerore, retailers and interet seller typically wil have slightly higher prices than
wholesalers. Contact lens prices will be comparable among major retailer and on-line
merchants.

9. Are there any cost advantages associated with sellg contact lenses onle versus
offe? A disadvantage for online sellers may be increased shipping costs. The priar cost
advantage of an online seller of contact lenses is reduced operational overhead. For example
offine brick and mortar retalers experence increased payroll costs in states that require licensed
dispensing opticians to sell contact lenses to consumer. (In contrast, offine private optometrsts
and ophthalmologists would not see an increase in payroll because typically they are not required
to employ licensed opticians.

10. Please comment whether consumers fmd it more convenient to purchase contact lenses
onlie or offe: Some states restrct home deliver serices of contact lenses seller by
requiring licesed opticians or optometrsts to be involved in the shipping and handling of the
contact lens order. If this requirement is not met by these businesses, consumers in those states
are precluded from enjoying the ease, access and convenence of purchasing their contact lenses
on-line. Ths could be a signficant problem for consumer who may not have an optometrst
ophthalmologist or contact lens seller in their area, and thus no access to purchase contact lenses
and have them delivered to their homes.



12. Please comment on the extent to which onlie and offe contact lens sellers compete:

(c) To what extent do prices charged for identical contact lenses vary among onlie sellers,
and is the variance any greater or smaer than that found between prices offered by offe
sellers? Prices do var, but there is less of a variance in prce between brick-and-mortar
retailers and online sellers. Typically, contact lens prices for a commonly available contact lens
at a major retal outlet such as Wal-Mar wil be ver similar to the price of that same lens at an
online contact lenses seller. The FTC could expect to see the greatest price varation between
private optometrsts/ophthalmologists and wholesale clubs.

Prescriotions that Soecifv Brand Name or Custom Labelil!

14. Please comment on the incidence of brand name and custom label contact lens
prescriptions:

(a) What is the incidence of contact lens prescriptions that specify a brand name? It occurs
becuse the brand name is required to be placed on all contact lens prescrptions in most states.

15. What are the benefits of contact lens prescriptions that specify a brand name or
custom labeled contact lenses? One benefit of specifyng brand name is the prescribing doctor
wil establish a baseline by knowing how that paricular lens fits and performs for the consumer
durg the tral contact lens fitting. (Fittng is a process by which the doctor checks whether the
lens is fitting properly on the individua' s eye and whether overall the lens is appropriate.) If an
individua is fitted with one brand oflens durng the fitting proetss but purchases a different
typelbrand of lens elsewhere, it may become challenging for the doctor to identify the root cause
of problems that may occur that can affect the individua' s eye health care. However, there are
no benefits for prescribing custom labeled contact lenses. The disadvantage of havig custom
labeled contact lenses is the doctor may not indicate the brand equivalent lens available and the
consumer wil not be able to comparson shop for the best value.

What are the costs of contact lens prescriptions that specify a brand name or custom
labeled contact lenses? There may be brand equivalents but there are no tre generic
equivalents for contact lenses. Becae the manufacters make brand equivalents, there may be
a difference in price among those equivalents.

16. What role do state laws or regulations play in determiing what a prescriber must
include on a prescription, includig whether a prescription must contain a brand name?
State laws and reguations playa significant role. In many instanets, the state boards of
optometr typically dictate what information must be included in a valid, wrtten prescrption.
An optometrst may be subject to disciplinar action for failing to include the requisite
information.

18. Bow prevalent is consumer awareness that a prescriber may prescribe custom labeled
or brand name lenses that are available only from the prescriber? Consumer awareness of
ths practice is ver low. We have see many instances of consumer who request to purchase



prescrbed custom labeled lenses frm our Vision Center, only to discover that the desired lens
is available only frm the prescrber.

19. Please comment on whether contact lens prescribers advertse their abilty to prescribe
custom labeled lenses or their willgness to prescribe contact lenses available from a
variety of sellers:

(a) How prevalent are prescriber advertsements that they prescribe custom labeled lenses
or advertsements that they prescribe contact lenses available from a variety of sellers?
These types of adversements are extremely rare.

(b) Are consumers able to shop for prescribers based on whether they prescribe custom
labeled contact lenses or contact lenses available from a variety of sellers? This is possible
but due to the naivete of the average contact lens consumer regarding the custom labeled lenses
it is probably not practicable for consumers to shop in ths maner.

(c) What role do state reguatory or self-reguatory bodies play in controllg prescriber
advertsements with respect to their abilty to prescribe custom labeled lenses or their
wilgness to prescribe contact lenses available from a variety of sellers? The regulatory
bodies playa signficant role as some states have laws that curail or preclude any adversement
of contat lenses. For example, a Louisiana Board of Optometr statutes states: "No peron
shall(J . . . (a)dverise as free or for a price contact lenses or contact lens serces in any of their
forms." La. Rev. Stat. An. Section 1063(10) (emphasis added). In ths instance, if a Louisiana
prescrber were interested in adverising their willngness to prescribe lenses that are widely
available from a varety of seller, they could not do so.

ImDact of the FTC Eve2lass Rule on ComDetition

21. Describe the state of competition in the market for the retail sale of prescription
eyegsses at the tie the Commission issued the Eyegass Rule in 1978, includig, but not
limited to, a description of the products included in the market, the market' s geographic
scope (e.g. national regional, local), the market shares of firms, and any barriers to entry.
Prior to the Eyeglass Rule, there was less competition in general in the optical industr, and less
of an incentive to create innovative optical products.

22. Referring to the factors listed in question 21, describe how competition in the market
for the retail sales of prescription eyeglasses has changed since the Commsion issued the
Eyeglass Rule in 1978. Compettion in the market has allowed optometrsts to consider
practicing their profession in a corprate settng and focus their efforts on providing
examinations instead of sellng ophthalmic goods. Additionally, the consumer s ability to shop
for glasses from a varety of sellers has increased competition among the seller to best meet the
consumer s needs. Optical shops benefitted by gaining the ability to better compete with private
optometsts in selling prescription eyewea, which increaed competition and deceased prices
for the consumer. Ths may have provided an incentive for some sellers to begin manufacturing
their own eyeglasses products, thereby furter reducing the cost to the consumer.



23. To what extent are the differences in competition in the market for the retail sale of
prescription eyeglasses since 1978 attibutable to the following factors: (a) changes in the
federal law, includig the issuance and enforcement ofthe Eyeglass Rule; (b) changes in
state law; (c) changes in industry stadards or trade association rules or policies; (d)
changes in technology; or (e) other changes in the marketplace? While the prescrption
release provisions of the Eye Glasses I rules were ultimately beneficial in reducing costs to
consumer, it did not address the most expensive barers to competition covered in Eye Glasses
II. If Congress wants to achieve significant reductions in the price of ophthalmic goods to
consumers, it must mandate the provisions of Eye Glasses II that remove anticompetitive barers
to market effciencies. For example in Oklahoma, Wal-Mar is precluded from enterng the
market as a brick and mortar contact lens and eyeglasses seller. Oklahoma law states "it shall be
unlawfu for any person to display, dispense, sell , provide or otherise purey to the public
prescription eyeglasses, prescription lenses fres or mountings for prescription lenses, withn
or on the premises of in any maner, any retail or mercantile establishment in which the majority
of the establishment' s income is not derved from the sale of such prescription optica goods and
materals." 59 Ok1.St.An. Section 596. The FTC's own studies indicate that in the absence of
these anticompetitive restrctons, consumer cost savings of 20% or more can be achieved
without impacting the quality of care. Wal-Mar is committed to providing the highest quality at
the lowest prices to deliver value to consumer. We look forward to any opportity to lower
consumer prices in the sale of ophthalmic goods that Congress wishes to provide.

26. Bas the issuance and enforcement of the Eyeglass Rule caused or prompted states to
change their laws or policies regardig prescription eyeglasses? If so, what changes were
made and what effect did they have? The Eyeglass Rule prompted a more consistent and level
playig field for the industr, due in par to the Eyeglass Rule s pre-emption of any conflcting
state laws. Also the Eyeglass Rule contrbuted to allowing opticians to sell eyeglasses.
However, ths may have generted an increase in protectionist legislation by some states that in
tu require opticians to be licensed before they can dispense eyeglasses. Oter reguations
impacting such areas as adversing of eyeglasses may have also arsen in an effort to protect the
private optometrsts' and ophthalmologists ' market share.

28. Please provide any other information regarding the impact on competition of the

Eyeglass Rule. The Eyeglass Rule, overall, has helped competition, yet ceain states, such as
Oklahoma, stil have protectionist laws that limit the consumer ' abilty to obtain prescrption
eyewear at the best possible price. It is diffcult to believe that such laws were drafted with the
intention of protecting the consumer.

Other Issues Related to Competition in the Sale of PrescriDtion Contact Lenses

29. Do state licensing requirements affect out-of-state sellers ' abilties to compete with in-
state sellers or prescribers for the sale of prescription contact lenses? Yes, however, the
licensing requirements may equally impact the out-of-state retail seller and the in-state retail
sellers. It is helpful to draw an analogy between the licesing requirements for dispensing
prescrption eyeglasses and the licesing requirements for dispensing contact lenses. To
dispense prescription eyeglasses, many states have laws that limit the fittng, adjustig, and



dispensing of eyeglasses to licensed opticians, or other pesonnel working under the supervsion
of a licensed optician. The reasoning behind the licensing requirement appear to be the skil
and mechaics involved in properly fitting and adjusting the eyeglasses to the customer s face.

In contrast, however, the sale of contact lenses does not require any specialized techncal
experise. Contact lenses are pre-packaged, pulled frm a store s stock, and are simply matched
to the prescription wrtten by the doctor. Nonetheless, many states require a licensed optician to
be involved in the process. It is importt to remove the concept of "fitting" from the definition
of "sellng" contact lenses. If a seller is interested in fitting contact lenses (i.e. puttg the
contact lens on the eye and checking to make sure it fits properly), then the optician licensing
regulations may be waranted because of the technical aspects of fitting. But the mere sellng 
pre-packaged replacement contact lenses to a customer is a simple transaction of matching the
prescription with the product. Laws and regulations that require a licensed optician to be
involved in the basic sales transaction of replacement contact lenses are unecessar and only
limit the in-state and out-of-state sellers ' ability to compete with private optometsts and
ophthalmologists, thereby increasing the cost to consumer.

30. What role do state licensing requirements applicable to sellers of contact lenses play in
protectig consumers? The most likely form of protecion would be a state s abilty to revoke
the license of a seller tht acts or fails to act in a maner that hars the consumer. There are
undoubtedly other ways to provide this protection to consumer without imposing licesing
requirements for individua opticians to sell contact lenses. As the Commission staff noted in its
comments to the Connecticut Board of Examner for Opticians in a declaratory ruing
proceeding on the interpretation and applicabilty of varous statutes and regulations concerng
the sale of contact lenses, there are convenient and less expensive alteratives to these restrctive
regulatory schemes. FTC Staff Comment Before the Connecticut Board of Examiner for
Opticians (Mar. 27, 2002) available at ww.ftc.govlbe/v020007.htm. For example, a state could
simply require registrtion in lieu of licensing. "A registration system, unike licensing, would
not require that individuals or firms that want to sell replacement lenses fulfill expensive and
unecessary requirements in order to do so." Rather, replacement lens seller would merely file
their names and other required contact information with the Board. Id. at II.

31. Please provide any other information regarding issues that affect competition in the
sale of prescription contact lenses. Curently, with the passage of the Fairness to Contact Les
Consumers Act, Wal-Mar has experenced the following issues which have contrbuted to
preventing some consumers from obtaining contact lenses:

Optometrsts do not have answerng machines in which the seller can leave a
message with a prescrption verfication request in order to comply with the Act'
dire communication requirement.

States have not reconciled their laws with the new federal law, thus creating
confion. For example, while the Act recognzes that the category of contact
lenses sellers includes mass merchants such as Wal-Mar, Arkansas law currently
limits the sale of contact lenses to optometrsts and ophthahnologists.



Ther is little or no gudance regarding the requirements online contact lens
seller must comply with in some individual states. Some states have even
refused to provide any direction to online sellers, as their state optometr and
optician laws and reguations did not contemplate the sale of contact lenses over
the interet.

Optometrsts are unfamilar with the Act. The industr needs to be educated by
the FTC.

In some instances, doctors have refused to verfy prescriptions. There needs to be
a formal enforcement mechanism developed by the FTC to address these
violations.

Respectfully submitted

W L-MAT STO

STEPH NIB G. SPIVEY

Professional Services - Optical Division


